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For all its gnostic scholarship, the writing of Zoe Tuck always sounds 
absolutely contemporary. In TERROR MATRIX, we witness drones tracking 
the smell of cooking onions, Amazon putting its books to death, the queer 
body dragged to a xenophobic Liam Neeson vehicle, and everywhere, 
everywhere, witches on the torture rack again. It couldn't be more 2014.

Zoe's privileged form is the interruption, the break within the break, another 
glaring condition of the now. "This bare life's made possible by constant 
rupture.” Not wonderful, not horrible, just possible. Zoe has a crystalline 
sense of rupture as hope, as eventful change, as the fractures in the 
boundaries of identity, but at the same time understands it as a most useful 
tool for state terror, as the violent partitioning of bodies, as the multi-media 
cloud cutting into and across itself in order to splinter resistance and 
distract from its own amorality. All who share a sense of rupture's ambiguity 
will treasure this "safe poetic exercise in S&M." 

        Brent Cunningham

ZOE TUCK was born in Texas, where she cut her teeth on poetry. Since relocating 
to the Bay Area, she has been an active in the local literary community, working 
at Small Press Distribution and co-curating Condensery Reading Series. She 
facilitates workshops on gender, poetics, trans-mythography, and queer sci-fi. 
Her recent work can be found in Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer 
Poetry, and in journals such as textsound and Dusie. She is a poetry reader for 
HOLD: a journal.

TIMELESS, INFINITE LIGHT provides free relationship 
advice PM if interested afterlife party e-vites negotiable 
during standard business hours nominal recurring fee 
may apply based on available geography
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ZOE TUCK
Zoe Tuck was born in Texas, where she cut her teeth 
on poetry. Since relocating to the Bay Area, she has 
been an active in the local literary community, working 
at Small Press Distribution and co-curating Condensery 
Reading Series. She facilitates workshops on gender, 
poetics, trans-mythography, and queer sci-fi. Her recent 
work can be found in Troubling the Line: Trans and 
Genderqueer Poetry, and in journals such as textsound 
and Dusie. She is a poetry reader for HOLD: a journal.

TIMELESS, INFINITE LIGHT 
Timeless, Infinite Light is an Oakland-based small 
press that primarily publishes contemporary poetry, 
but also veers into critical theory, experimental fiction, 
ephemera, and whatever surprises us. Sometimes 
our books look like books, and sometimes they don’t. 
We have a heavy west coast lean towards the exper-
imental/political/mystical. We have published works 
by Ivy Johnson, Olive Blackburn, Justin Carder, Amy 
Berkowitz, Zoe Tuck, Sasha Fletcher, Emji Spero, Otis 
Pig, and many others. We currently are working on an 
anthology of East Bay poets as well as a set of calen-
dar reform tracts by Hakim Bey. 

Timeless, Infinite Light is thrilled to announce the release 
of Terror Matrix by East Bay poet Zoe Tuck. The San 
Francisco release event will be held at SFAI on April 
21st at 7:30. The Oakland release event will be held at 
the brand-new E.M. Wolfman General Interest Bookstore 
(13th and Broadway) on May 9th at 7:00. Review copies 
of the book can be made available upon request. 

TERROR MATRIX 
For all its gnostic scholarship, the writing of Zoe Tuck always sounds 
absolutely contemporary. In Terror Matrix, we witness drones track-
ing the smell of cooking onions, Amazon putting its books to death, 
the queer body dragged to a xenophobic Liam Neeson vehicle, and 
everywhere, everywhere, witches on the torture rack again. It couldn’t 
be more 2014. 

Zoe’s privileged form is the interruption, the break within the break, 
another glaring condition of the now. “This bare life’s made possible 
by constant rupture.” Not wonderful, not horrible, just possible. Zoe 
has a crystalline sense of rupture as hope, as eventful change, as the 
fractures in the boundaries of identity, but at the same time under-
stands it as a most useful tool for state terror, as the violent partition-
ing of bodies, as the multi-media cloud cutting into and across itself 
in order to splinter resistance and distract from its own amorality. All 
who share a sense of rupture’s ambiguity will treasure this “safe poetic 
exercise in S&M.” -Brent Cunningham


